NEW FROM WILEY...
• Dyslexia
An International Journal of Research and Practice
THE JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION
EDITOR: T.R. Miles: Dyslexia Unit, University of Wales, Bangor, UK
Reviews and reports authoritative studies of dyslexia, related intervention
programmes and professional developments in a style which is readable and
useful to a wide range of researchers and practitioners. DYSLEXIA will include
refereed papers, invited review articles, and short reports of ongoing research, as
well as book reviews, letters and a diary of forthcoming events.
Vol 1 1995 2 issues lust: UK: £45.00 Elsewhere: US$70.00
Personal: UK: £20.00 Elsewhere: US$35.00
For a FREE sample copy contact Tracy Clayton at the address below.

• Handbook of Spelling
Theory, Process and Intervention
Edited by Gordon D.A. Brown & Nick C. Ellis Foreword by Uta Frith
With the increasing demand for information about spelling performance, this is a
timely addition to the current literature. It adopts the multidisciplinary methods of
cognitive science to cover key issues including writing systems; informationprocessing models; representation; computational models; connectionist
approaches; analyses of errors; and spelling instruction and remediation.
1 94342 8 546pp 1994 (hbk) £59.95

• The Development of Communication
From Social Interaction to Language
David J. Messer
Provides an authoritative review of the development of communication from birth
to three years. It will be important reading for 2nd- and 3rd-year undergraduates,
and advanced undergraduates in linguistics and cognitive science.
194076 3 352 pp 1994 (libk) £34.95
1 94421 1 352pp due Juue 1995 (pbk) approx £14.95
Wiley books are available from all major booksellers.
To order direct, simply
* write to Tracy Clayton, enclosing a cheque payable to
John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Bajjpns Lane, Chichester,
West Susse.K, PO191UD, Fat: (01243) 770638
•
telephone with your credit card details on (01243) 770634
Please quote ref. JCL6 when ordering & include £2.00 p&p
for single orders.
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Articles, and papers for the Notes and Discussion section, should be sent to The Editor,
Professor K. Perera, Department of Linguistics, University of Manchester, Manchester,
Mi3 QPL, UK. All submissions are read by a member of the editorial team to check
whether, with regard to readability and content, they are appropriate to send to referees.
All eligible manuscripts are then sent, anonymously, to two referees. When the referees'
reports are received, each manuscript is evaluated by the editorial team, and the Editor
informs the author of their decision. Articles should be written in English and should not
normally exceed 24 printed pages (roughly 10,000 words). Typescripts that conform to
the following guidelines help to speed the production process. (For a more detailed style
sheet, please write to the Editor.)
1. FOUR copies should be submitted.
2. Submissions should be typed on A4 paper (or 216 cm), on one side of the paper only.
The entire text should be double-spaced, with ample margins.
3. Each copy should have a separate title page giving the title, the full names of the
author(s) with their affiliations, any acknowledgements, a full address for correspondence and - at the top - a running headline of not more than 40 characters.
Other pages in the typescript should NOT carry the author's name.
4. Each copy should have an abstract on a separate sheet (not more than 150 words long
for articles and 100 words for notes). The abstract should give the aims of the study,
the general method and the principal conclusions.
5. Articles should be clearly divided into appropriately-labelled but unnumbered
sections: often, but not necessarily, Introduction, Method, Results, and Discussion.
Side headings should be used within these sections, e.g. Subjects, Procedure, etc.
6. Footnotes, which are expensive to set, should not be used unless absolutely
necessary; they should not contain phonetic characters or other special symbols.
They should be numbered and listed on a separate sheet at the end of the article.
7. Each table and figure should be on a separate sheet at the end of the article; their
position in the text should be clearly indicated. They should have a title and should
be numbered independently of any numbered examples in the text. Figures should,
if possible, be camera-ready.
8. Ages should be stated in years, months and - if necessary - days, like this: i; 10.22.
Q. Phonetic transcriptions should, wherever possible, employ the IPA symbols.
10. Emphasis and technical terms should be marked by double underlining (small
capitals). Standard linguistic abbreviations should be in large capitals, e.g. AUX,
NP. Language examples in the body of the text should be underlined (italics).
Translations and glosses should be given between single inverted commas.
11. References in the body of the text should be made like this:
According to Snow (1990: 698); OR, In the sixties and seventies, several authors
published important work on combinatorial speech (Braine, 1963; Miller & Ervin,
1964; Bloom, 1970; Schlesinger, 1974).
Note that such references are in DATE order, not alphabetical order, and that pairs of
authors are joined by &.
12. All works referred to should be listed at the end of the article in alphabetical order, as
in these examples:
Cruttenden, A. (1986). Intonation. Cambridge: C.U.P.
Karmiloff-Smith, A. (1986). Some fundamental aspects of language development
after age five. In P. Fletcher & M. Garman (eds), Language acquisition: studies in
first language development. Second edition. Cambridge: C.U.P.
O'Grady, W., Peters, A. M. & Masterson, D. (1989). The transition from optional to
required subjects. Journal of Child Language 16,513-29.
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